From:
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To:
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Blumine
14 Jun 2013 13:19:27 +1200
Bruno Brosnan-5050
RE: U040217 - NZKS - s127 Variation - Otanerau Bay - Located in Te Atiawa rohe

Kia ora Bruno
Catherine is off to Cairns for 4 weeks, so I’m back on RCAs meanwhile. Te Atiawa is inevitably an
affected party as tangata whenua and as a previous submitter, and there are also more complex parallel
issues relating to the mana of Te Atiawa as kaitiaki. So, if there are any process developments a signal
would be welcome. Meanwhile, I’m meeting with Glenice to discuss the outcomes from my meeting
with Mark Gillard. I’ll advise of the Trust’s ‘degree of interest’ as soon as I know more. The Trust would
expect to negotiate any concerns with NZKs, as opposed to making a formal submission.
Nga mihi
Shappy.
From: Bruno Brosnan-5050 [mailto:Bruno.Brosnan@marlborough.govt.nz]
Sent: Friday, 14 June 2013 11:35 a.m.
To: 'Blumine'
Subject: RE: U040217 - NZKS - s127 Variation - Otanerau Bay - Located in Te Atiawa rohe
What does kept informed mean? Are you saying you’re an affected party?
From: Blumine [mailto:RM@teatiawatrust.co.nz]
Sent: Friday, 14 June 2013 11:23 a.m.
To: Bruno Brosnan-5050
Subject: U040217 - NZKS - s127 Variation - Otanerau Bay - Located in Te Atiawa rohe

Hello Bruno,
Shappy met with Mark Gillard Wednesday 12 June and discussed the NZKS s127 variations, specifically
U021247 and U040217 as they are located in Te Atiawa rohe (Ruakaka Bay and Otanerau Bay).
The Trust notes that the s127 variation for the Otanerau Bay site does not seek any changes to
occupancy outside of the consented area, or any changes in activity or structures and that no additional
species are being introduced.
As original submitters, the Trust would like to be kept informed with the processing of the s127
application.
I am away in Australia for the next month. If you could please attention any communication to Shappy
during that time and he will respond.
Kind regards
Catherine
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